
Writing Assignment: Peer Editing Criteria for Part 2 

General Criteria1: 

Peer editing notes 

First, read your partner’s paper to get a general idea of the writing. Does the paper make sense? 
Can you, after reading the essay once, summarize its main point or points? The paper doesn't 
have to convince you of a particular viewpoint, but it should be a thoughtful, coherent piece of 
writing that you can readily understand. 

Thesis Statements 

Can you find them? Do they accurately voice the main idea of the paper? Do the theses state the 
main ideas and some of the reasoning behind these ideas? Are the theses supported in the body 
of the paper? Is there any evidence or support for the theses that is missing? Is there any 
information that contradicts the theses? Is all the textual evidence clearly related to the theses? If 
some information is not relevant, can it be cut from the paper? 

Coherence and Clarity 

Do any ideas seem vague? What can the writer explain more thoroughly that would help the 
reader? 

Is the purpose of the essay clear? 

Does the introduction provide an overall summary of the argument? 

Content 

Are theories and concepts used correctly?  Every time they are mentioned, are they explained?  
Do they cite the appropriate authors? 

Is the conclusion a conclusion or a mere summary? Does the conclusion refer back to the 
introduction, and help to round out the essay? 

As a reader, do you sense a structure in the paper? Can you determine a logic behind it? Are the 
ideas easy to follow in their arrangement? 

Are there subheadings to break down the paper? 

Is the paper interesting? What are the most interesting/convincing sections of the paper? How 
could the writer expand upon these sections or make the rest of the paper as interesting? 

Are there sections of the paper that are better written than others? If so, do you think these 
sections are better focused, with the ideas more completely defined? How can the writer bring 
the rest of the essay up to this level? 

Style 

Is the style understandable? Is the language formal enough? Are there too many linking verbs 
(is/are/was/were) in the writing? Check, too, for overuse of the passive voice ("was written"). 
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Is the writer too tentative about his/her thoughts? Does s/he rely heavily on phrases such as "I 
think.." or "It seems" or "approximately"? 

Is the research thoroughly documented? 

Is the research integrated into the paper, or does it "weigh down" the paper, obscuring the 
writer's ideas? How could the writer more successfully integrate sources into his or her paper? 

 

Specific Criteria 

Is the paper written as a response to the op-ed? 

Does the paper have three arguments identified from an op-ed; three counter-arguments, and 
three explanations of which arguments they support/refute and why? 

Is the paper structured as follows? 

Introduction 

Not overly descriptive?  Not full of empty, broad, general sentences? 

Op-Ed Argument #1 

a. Summarizes Op-Ed’s Argument #1  (Goal: Can the student identify theories?) 
i. Clear, Concise and Specific? 

ii. Clearly explains link to a theoretical lens. 
1. Theories explained correctly?   
2. Easy to follow the link? 

b. Provides a counterargument (Goal: Can the student apply theories and generate 
arguments?) 

iii. Clear concise, and specific? 
iv. Does the counter argument make sense?   
v. Explains link to a theoretical lens?  

1. Theories used/explained correctly? 
c. Provides an explanation supporting either the op-ed argument or the counter 

argument.   (Goal: Can the student write a compelling argument?) 
i. Written in a clear and compelling manner, provides evidence as needed.   

Op-Ed Argument #2 

Same as Op-Ed Argument #1 

Op-Ed Argument #3 

Same as Op-Ed Argument #1 

Conclusion 

Coherent? 

Works Cited 

Cited Correctly?  Uses at least three sources from the course? 

 


